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In July 2015, I participated in the NEH Summer Institute, “Expression and Representation 
in the Christian-Jewish-Muslim Mediterranean” in Barcelona. This engaging and intellectually 
stimulating environment allowed me to draft the second chapter of a book manuscript, Early 
Modern Spain and the Mediterranean: Captivity, Commerce, and Communication, I am in the 
process of completing. The book explores the entangled histories of early modern Spain, 
Ottoman Algiers, and Morocco arguing that piracy, captivity, and redemption conditioned the 
formation of the Mediterranean as a socially, politically, and economically integrated space. In 
my second chapter, titled “The political Economy of Ransoming,” I argue that at the turn of the 
seventeenth century the ransoming of captives became the locus of struggles between redeeming 
friars, ransoming merchants, and critics of the conjoined twins of trade with Islam and 
redemption of Christian captives from the Maghrib, who advocated war instead.  

The orders of redemption ransomed more Spanish captives than anyone else in the Iberian 
Peninsula. However, I argue that the friars’ near monopoly over ransoming was the process of 
continuous struggles against others offering alternatives and critics. I show how in the early 
modern period, ransom emerged as a contested problem linked to questions regarding the right 
way of managing things Muslims, or more specifically the desired nature of the interaction and 
exchange with Muslim North Africa. The textual and visual propaganda produced and circulated 
by the Orders of Redemption was so successful that to some extent, modern scholarship on 
captivity reproduces the image the friars had created.1 According to historians of Spain writing 
on piracy, captivity, and redemption Mercedarian and Trinitarian friars had a monopoly over the 
ransoming of captives and they faced no opposition in Spain. But the characterization of the 
Mediterranean as a space dominated by sacred violence to be resolved exclusively by redemption 
coordinated by religious Orders is misleading. The regulation that the Spanish crown imposed on 
the redemptive labor of Trinitarians and the Mercedarians in the late sixteenth century multiplied 
their documental production as well as the visual and textual representations of their redemptive 
labor thus making the future historical study of their activity easy. However, it did not eliminate 
ransom practices of small-scale ransomers who offered an alternative to ecclesiastic redemption. 
Spanish captives, and to a lesser degree Muslims enslaved in Spain, could turn to both merchants 
and friars when seeking to retrieve their liberty. Simultaneously, the project of ransoming 
captives, predicated upon different forms of interaction and exchange with Maghribis, was 
constantly under attack during the early modern period by critics who claimed that gun powder 
and galleys offered a more efficient solution to the problem of captivity. Examined from this 
wider context, the redemption of Christian souls held captive in North Africa was only one of 
three contested ways to manage things Muslim and North African, over which three 
heterogeneous groups competed. Against the liberation of captives as the redemption of 
Christian souls, merchants advocated trade with North Africa legitimated by ransoming captives. 

                                                
1 Ellen G. Friedman, Spanish Captives in North Africa in the Early Modern Age (Madison, Wis.: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1983), José Antonio Martínez Torres, Prisioneros de los infieles: vida y rescate de los cautivos 
cristianos en el Mediterráneo musulmán (siglos XVI-XVII), Colección Alborán (Barcelona: Edicions Bellaterra, 
2004).   
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Against these solutions, arbitristas, viceroys, and others called to suspend trade and redemption 
and to attack the Maghrib instead as a way of preventing piracy.  

The orders of redemption were established at the turn of the 13th century but it was only in 
the second half of the 16th century, that the Spanish king began funding and regulating their 
redemptive labor. In addition to the Trinitarians and Mercedarians, two other social groups 
ransomed captives on occasion: Jewish and Muslim North African and Christian merchants. 
Friars and merchants were bound to different mobility regimes and framed their activity in 
contrasting terms. Trinitarian and Mercedarian friars liberated Christians as a way of redeeming 
their souls in danger of conversion to Islam under the duress of captivity in North Africa. On the 
other hand,  for these merchants  the ransoming captives was a means for profit making; 
legitimating commerce with Muslim North Africa; rescuing kin, friends, or strangers; or in the 
case of the Jews and the Muslims, providing access to Spain. Ransoming merchants and 
redeeming friars often competed with one another over ransom funds and captives to be 
ransomed but also overlapped and on occasion collaborated. From the perspective of the orders 
of redemption exporting goods and silver to North Africa was a means towards the saving of 
Christian souls; for merchants the ransoming captives was a required step towards obtaining a 
trading license with Muslims. Despite framing the ransoming of captives as potentially 
contrasting projects – redemption of souls versus trade – in formal terms, both groups freed 
Spaniards (and often Moroccans and Algerians) and exchanged goods or bullion with the 
Maghrib.  

These related projects – ransoming captives and trading with Islam – faced consistent 
opposition in Spain by others who opposed commerce with Muslims and paying for the ransom 
of captives. The basis of the opposition was not religious but rather protectionist and 
mercantilist. Viceroys and arbitristas claimed that North African powers used Spanish silver to 
strengthened their fleets and capture more Spaniards. These critics added that the friars only 
ransomed weak, old, and sick Spaniards thus further burdening the Spanish royal fisc. The only 
way to stop North African piracy and captive taking, they claimed, was be to establish a strong 
armadaand attack Ottoman Algiers and Moroccan Tetouan and Sale, as France and England did. 

 The critics of redemption failed to stop the royal support of the orders and their rescue 
expeditions, while the number of merchants who received royal licenses to trade with North 
Africa in return for ransoming captives was never high enough to offer a serious alternative to 
the friars. However, framing the redemption of captives within this wider context points at the 
hitherto important and unstudied links between trade and religion. It also shows how the project 
of redemption was never the only option and the precarious near monopoly over rescuing 
Spaniards that the friars gained was the result of struggles against competitors and fierce 
opposition. Finally, examined from this perspective, ransom was a problem that mediated larger 
debates among friars, merchants, and politicians concerning how to interact with North African 
Islam. These groups sought to shape the relations between Spain, Ottoman Algiers, and Morocco 
according to their respective visions – religious, economic, and political. 
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The NEH Summer Institute provided me with precious time and with a space to discuss my 
research with other fellows as well as with local scholars from the Pompeu Fabra University and 
the CSIC Barcelona. Finally, it allowed me complementary archival research to the Archivo de la 
Corona de Aragón where I found important documentation concerning 17th century commerce 
with the Maghrib and its relations to the ransoming of captives.  
 


